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$A=(A^{0}, A^{1}, A^{2}, A^{3})$ : $R_{t}\cross R_{x}^{3}arrow R^{4}$
(2.1) $i \frac{d}{dt}\Psi(t)=H_{A}(t)\Psi(t),$ $\Psi(t)\in \mathcal{H}:=L^{2}(R_{x}3;C^{4})$ ,
$H_{A}(t)=C \sum_{j=1}^{3}\alpha_{j}(D_{:}\cdot-/A^{j}(t,x))+\alpha 4mC^{2}-A^{0}(t, x)I4$,




$\alpha_{j}\alpha_{k}+\alpha k\alpha j=2\delta jkI4$ , $1\leq j,$ $k\leq 4$ ,
, $\delta_{jk}$ Kroneker , $I_{7l}$ $n$
$L$ $(R^{4})^{*}$ ( $R^{4}=Rt\cross R^{3}x$ )
, $V_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $V_{n}$ $L$ - .
$S(L)$





. $X=(t, x)$ . $\cdot$ , $(R^{4})^{*}$ $R^{4}$ – $L$
R4. $X_{L}$ $X\in R^{4}$ $L$
$K>0$ ,
$K^{-1}|X_{L}| \leq\sum_{j=1}^{n}|\langle V_{j}, X\rangle|\leq K|X_{L}|$ , $\forall X\in R^{4}$
$S(L)$ $L$
$A\in B^{1}$ $K>0,$ $\rho>1$
$|A(X)|\leq K(1.+|X_{L}|)^{-\rho}$
$A$ $S(L)$ .
$L_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $L_{N}$ ,
$A= \sum_{j=1}A_{j}$ , $A_{j}\in S(L_{j})$ ,
$A$ $S$ , $A$ $S$
Dirac (2.1) unitary propagator
– $U_{A}(t, s)$ ;










(2.2) $S_{A}(S)=e^{-isH_{0}}sA(\mathrm{o})ei_{SH_{0}}$ , $s\in R$ .
–
$A$ $F_{A}$ .
$F_{A}=(F_{A}^{jk^{\alpha}})_{0} \leq j<k\leq 3=(\frac{\partial A^{k}}{\partial x_{j}}$
.
$- \frac{\partial A^{j}}{\partial x_{k}})_{0\leq jk}<\leq 3$ : $R^{4}arrow R^{6}$ ,
$x_{0}=t$ .
1.2 $A_{(1)}\in S$ $A_{(2)}\in S$ $A$
$A:=A_{()}2-A(1)= \sum_{j=1}\mathrm{A}_{j}$ , $A_{j}\in S(L_{j})$
$\dim L_{j}\geq 2,1\leq i\leq N$
$F_{A_{(1)}}=F_{A_{(2)}}$
$S_{A_{(1)}}(S)=SA_{(2})(_{S})$ , $s\in R$
$L$
$S(L)$ $\overline{S}(L)$ :
$\overline{S}(L):=\{F\in B^{0}(R^{46}, R)$ ; $\int_{0}^{\infty}g_{F}^{L}(r)dr<\infty\}$ ,
, $g_{F}^{L}(r):= \sup|F(X)|$ .
$|X_{L}|\geq r$
29
$\cup--=(\tau, \xi)\in R\cross R^{3}=(R^{4})^{*}$ $X=(t, x)$
$D$
(2.3) $D:=\{(\tau, \xi)\in R^{4};|_{\mathcal{T}1}<c|\xi|\}$
$(R^{4})^{*}$
$F\in S’(R4C;6)$









(2.4) $\Sigma:=(_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\ln L_{j^{=}}}1\leq j\leq NL\bigcup_{1}j)\cup(_{\dim L}1\leq k\leq,N’.1\bigcup_{=1,k}L_{k}’$ .
$\sim\sim$
(i), (ii) – 1
$\Sigma$
, $D$ $D^{C}$ $\overline{F}_{A}$
1.4 $c=m=1$ $D^{c}$ $D_{1}$
$D_{1}:=\{(\tau, \xi)\in R\cross R^{3} ; \tau>\sqrt{|\xi|^{2}+4}\}$
. $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\hat{\phi}\cap D_{1}\neq\emptyset$ $\phi\in S(R_{\iota^{\mathrm{X}};}R_{x}^{3}R)$ . $s_{\lambda A(0)}$
.
$\lambda A=(\lambda\phi, 0),$ $\lambda\in R$ .
$S_{\lambda A}(\mathrm{O})\neq I$ $\lambda\neq 0$ .
$\sim\sim$
support $D’:=$ { $(\tau,$ $\xi)$ ;I $>c|\xi|$ }
:
$F(t, x)=(2 \pi)^{-2}\int_{D},$ $F_{\tau,\xi(}t,$ $X)d\tau d\xi$ ,
30
$F_{\tau,\xi}(t, X):=e^{it_{\mathcal{T}}ix\cdot\xi}\overline{F}+(\tau, \xi)$








1.5 13 (i), (ii) . : $\Sigma\cap D=\emptyset$
(2.5) $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\overline{F_{A\backslash }}\{0\}\cap D^{C}=\emptyset$ .
. $F_{A}$ $S_{A}(\mathrm{O})$ .
1.6 1.3 (i), (ii) $\Sigma$.
$\cap D=\emptyset$ . , $k=$
$1,$ $\cdots,$
$N’$
(2.6) $F_{k}.(sV_{k}$. $+X)=F_{k},(X)$ , $s\in R$ , $X\in R^{4}$ .










([Itl], $[\mathrm{J}|$ , [Is]) .
-
13
1.7 $A\in S$ . 1 2 $V,$ $V’\in R^{4}$
$g(t)(1+t)^{-1}\in L^{1}((0, \infty))$ $g$




$\langle X, X’\rangle_{LM}:=c^{2}x_{0}x0^{-}\prime j\sum_{=1}x_{j}x_{j}’$ , $X=(x0, \cdots, x_{3})$
$R^{4}$
A :
(3.1) ${}^{t}\Lambda G\Lambda=G$ , $\vec{-}-\#arrow$ $G$ $:=$ .
$R^{4}$
(3.2) $X’=\Pi(\Lambda, a)X:=\Lambda X+a$ ,
A $a$
2




$I$ $X=(t, x)$ , 1 $I’$ $X’=$
$(t’, x’)$ (3.2) $I$
$\dot{\iota}\frac{\partial}{\partial t}\Psi(t, X)$







$= \lfloor c\sum_{j=1}\alpha_{j}(\frac{1}{j}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{j}}, -C-1A^{j}*(3tX)’,’)+\alpha_{4}mc^{2}+A^{*0}(t’, x’)I4\rfloor\Psi’(t’, X’)$
$A^{*}(t’, X’)=\Lambda A(t, x)_{\text{ }}\Psi’(t’, x’)=L(\Lambda)\Psi(t, X)$
$L(\Lambda)$ $4\cross 4$ $([\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}])$ $A^{*}(X’)\mathit{0})$
. $A(\Lambda^{-1}(X’-a))$ 1 $A\in$
$S(L)$ $A^{\star}’\in s(^{t_{\Lambda^{-1}L}})$ $I’$
$F_{A}^{*}*(X’)$ $F_{A}^{*\underline{l}m}(X’)$ $F_{A}(\Lambda^{-1}(x’-a))$ $F_{A}^{jk}(\Lambda^{-1}(X’$ -
$a)),$ $0\leq i<k\leq 3$ 1 $F_{A}\in\tilde{S}(L)$
$.F_{A^{\mathrm{x}}}^{*}\in\overline{S}(^{t}\Lambda^{-1}L)$ \tau




$\langle^{t}\mathrm{A}^{-1}\mathrm{E}, {}^{t}\Lambda^{-1_{-\prime}}--\rangle LM*=\langle^{-}\cup-,---\rangle_{LM}\prime \mathrm{x}$ ,
$\langle_{\cup\cup}^{--\prime}-,-\rangle_{L}M^{\mathrm{x}}:=\xi_{0}\xi_{0}’-c\sum 2\xi_{j}j=13\xi_{j}’$ , $\cup--=(\xi 0, \cdots, \xi_{3})$
${}^{t}\Lambda^{-1}$ , $D$ $R^{4}$
$(R^{4})^{*}$ $D$ $R^{4}$
33
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